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Background Zwicky (1977) made the following observation regarding the cross-linguistic dis-
tribution of person systems: Languages that do not have a dedicated phonological form for an
inclusive person (speaker+addressee) always assimilate it into the first person and never into the
second or third. That is: in these languages (e.g. English), the you and us inclusive meaning is
expressed as a form of ‘us’, and never as a form of ‘you’ (or ‘them’).1 At first glance, Zwicky’s
generalization seems surprising: if one assumes, together with feature-based accounts of person
systems (Bobaljik, 2008), that the inclusive person shares features with both the first exclusive
(e.g. speaker feature) and with the second exclusive (e.g. addressee feature), languages should be
equally likely to assimilate the inclusive into the first or the second.

Where does then this typological tendency on person systems comes from? Harbour (2016)
presents a theory that derives Zwicky’s observation as a strong constraint on possible person sys-
tems. In his proposal, grammar can generate a system showing systematic homophony between
the first and inclusive person, but it’s equally unlikely to derive homophony between inclusive and
second or third person. Other theories of person (Harley and Ritter, 2002; McGinnis, 2005) can de-
rive both first-inclusive and second-inclusive homophony but build in an asymmetry between them
by positing default feature specifications. Lastly, Zwicky’s observation could also be accounted for
by a more general, egocentric bias, whereby an asymmetry between categories that include and ex-
clude the speaker is the result of perceiving the world as a function of our presence in it. A version
of this egocentric bias has been attested during early pronoun acquisition (Moyer et al., 2015).
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Table 1: Experimental conditions.
Grayed out areas indicate the use of the
same pronominal form.

To date, however, there is no independent evidence be-
yond typology for the claim that the human linguistic sys-
tem can only assimilate the inclusive into the first person.
The present paper provides new behavioural evidence by
asking whether learners are sensitive to these typological
asymmetries. We use a now well-established method, ar-
tificial language learning, (Culbertson and Schuler, 2019)
to test whether English speaking participants find it easier
to learn that the inclusive (speaker+addressee) is a form of
’us’, a form of ‘you all’ or a form of ‘them’. Given that
English itself features first-inclusive homophony, learners
should clearly prefer this pattern as it both is similar to their native language and more frequent
typologically. However, if learners are sensitive to the semantic commonalities between the inclu-

1This generalization does not prevent languages that do distinguish an inclusive person (e.g. Taiwanese Hokkien) to
present syncretism in some of their paradigms, showing an apparent homophony between inclusive and second persons.



sive and the second person (e.g. a +addressee feature), a second-inclusive system will be easier to
learn than a third-inclusive one.
Experimental design Participants were taught three pronominal forms which were mapped into
four person categories (1st plural, inclusive, 2nd plural and 3rd plural). The pronominal system could
assimilate the inclusive meaning into the first person (FIRST-INCLUSIVE), into the second person
(SECOND-INCLUSIVE) or into the third person (THIRD-INCLUSIVE), giving a total of three experi-
mental conditions or groups (cf. Table 1).

Figure 1: Example of trial for inclusive meaning.

In the experimental setup, participants were
presented with a family playing a question-
answer game. The questions were in English
but the answers involved using the pronominal
forms in the new language (see Fig.1). Person
meanings were expressed by highlighting sub-
sets of family-members.

Participants were first exposed to the complete pronoun system (i.e. the mapping between
forms and meanings) and were then tested on how well they learn it. The comparison of accuracy
levels across conditions would then indicate which person systems are easier to learn.

Figure 2: Results.

Results 145 English speakers were tested on Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk and randomly assigned to one
of three conditions (FIRST-INCLUSIVE: 46; SECOND-
INCLUSIVE: 49, THIRD-INCLUSIVE: 50). Accuracy
rates per condition are shown Fig.2. An analysis with
logit mixed-effects models revealed that: (i) the pro-
portion of accurate responses in the FIRST-INCLUSIVE

condition (baseline) was significantly above chance (in-
tercept: p < .001); (ii) accuracy rates for the FIRST-
INCLUSIVE condition were higher than for the SECOND-
INCLUSIVE (p = .01) and THIRD-INCLUSIVE (p < .001) groups; and (iii) the SECOND-
INCLUSIVE group was significantly better than chance (intercept: p < .001) and more accurate
than the THIRD-INCLUSIVE group (p < .001).
Discussion Our results first confirm that learners are better at learning a language that features
homophony between inclusive and first person meanings. This is of course confounded with the
fact that this system has the same structure as participants’ native language. Future research will be
targeted to discovering whether this homophony pattern is also preferred by speakers of a language
that makes an inclusive-exclusive distinction (e.g., Hokkien Taiwanese).

More importantly, learners distinguish between two systems that are both absent in the typol-
ogy: they are better at learning a language that features second-inclusive homophony, than one that
feautres third-inclusive homophony. Learners appear then to be sensitive to the semantic overlap
between inclusive and second person, indicating that the grammar should be able to generate these
systems, while only preventing the derivation of ‘random’ patterns, where meanings that do not



have properties in common are mapped into the same form (e.g. third-inclusive).
Overall, our findings reveal that apparent regularities in typology are not necessarily the result

of strong constrains on possible grammars (à la Harbour). Rather, semantic universals such as
Zwicky’s observation could be better explained through a more general bias (i.e., the egocentric
bias previously mentioned), which can still be overcome by learners in an experimental context.
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